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ABSTRACT. A Theorem involving the convergence of random functions is presented. The Theorem is
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1. INTRODUCTION.
In this paper, we present some Theorems involving the mean squared convergence of sequences.

They are based upon the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem of real analysis and are introduced in this mathematical
format. Following this, we present two examples comparing our Theorem and Asymptotically Wide-
Sense Stationary (AWSS) sequences. The literature does not appear to have Theorems of this type,
although considerable work has been done to collect theoretical results: Jacod and Shiryaev ], Doob
[2], Cramer and Leadbetter [3]. We feel these results will be useful in transient analysis applications and
linear systems theory.

2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT.
This is a generalization of the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem of real analysis to a certain class of random

functions. We begin by stating the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem. Following which we consider some
definitions and assumptions which will be needed in the statement and proof of the generalized theorem.
THEOREM (Arzela Theorem). Every uniformly bounded equicontinuous family (sequence) of

functions (ft(x), f2(x) fk(x)) has at least one subsequence which converges uniformly on the I[a,b].
We now consider some necessary concepts about random functions.
A random function is defined as a family X(t) (X(t),t T) of random variables on some

probability space (r,X,p) where r is a given space, , is the minimal completely additive class of sets

defined over r, and p is a probability measure function defined on the sets of ..
We shall denote a family(sequence) of random functions (X(t),X2(t) Xk(t)).

DEFINITION 1. A family of real random functions (Xt(0,X2(t) X(t)) is uniformly bounded in mean

square if there exists a 13R ([3 is finite) such that

E: Ix. () I" <1

for all rl and all te T.
Here E is the Lebesgue Integral over the probability space. All Lebesgue Integrals are postulated

to exist.
LEMMA 1. The autocorrelations R,(t,s) of a family of uniformly bounded in mean square random

functions are a family of uniformly bounded functions on TxT.
PROOF. We have that
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for all n>l and all t T. Therefore,

R,(t,s) E{X.(t)X,(s)

now we may use the Schwarz Inequality [4],

< [E{x. (e) {x (s)

for all n>l and all s,t T. Therefore, (R,(t,s),R2(t,s) l(t,s)) is a uniformly bounded family of functions
on TxT.
DEHNITION 2. A family of random functions is said to be equicontinuous in mean square (m.s.)

sense, if for each t T and ..>0, there exists a/5>0 such that

for all n>l, whenever
DEFINITION 3. A family of functions is said to be equicon..tinuous if for each tT and e>0, them

exists a/5>0 such that

for all n>l whenever
LEMMA 2. The autocorrelations Ra(t,s) of a family of uniformly bounded in mean square

equicontinuous (in m.s. sense) random functions is a family of equicontinuous functions on the line t=t
of TxT.
PROOF. Assume that the family of random functions {X,(t)} is equicontinuous in mean square sense.

Consider [l(t,t)-l(t’,t’)[. Rearranging terms we get

la. t. t) -2R. t. t’) +R. t’, t’) + 2 IR. t, t’) -R. t’, t’)

We have that,

121 <

for all n.l whenever [t-t’l<& Therefore,

1 e, r) -2 e, e’) +Jo e’, ’) <

Now, IR(t,t’) R.(t’,t’)l

IE{x.(t)x.(’) )-E{x.(’)x.(’) }I

(2.1)

IEtX. (’) (X. (r) -X. (r’)

and, again by the Schwarz Inequality,

< [E{X. (t’) E{ (X. (t) -X. (r’) 21 I/2

the first expectation is bounded by I. For the second expectation, we again apply our assumption, giving
us that the above equation is

g [[ 11l

substituting these results back into Equation (2.1) we get
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IR. t, ) -R, t’, t’) < e+2[I/%/" eo

where we have defined a new term . Note that,

(eo+l) /-I/]

Now, we have that for each teT and e0>0, there exists a 8>0 (Note: this is the same 8 from the
assumption) such that

IR.(t, t)-R.(t’,t’) < eo

for all n>l whenever It-t’l<8. Therefore, the family of autocorrelations {R,(t,t)} is equicontinuous.
DEFINITION 4. A family (sequence) of random functions is said to converge in mean square (m.s.)

sense to the random variable X(t) if E{X2(t)} < and E{X2(t)} < and if
lim Et(X.(t)-X(t))} 0

With the above background at hand we now state and prove the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 2. Every uniformly bounded in mean square equicontinuous (in m.s. sense) family of

random functions (X(t),X2(t) X(t)) for te T has at least one sub-sequence which converges in mean

square sense on the t T.
PROOF. Given (X(t),Xz(t) Xk(t)) for tT a family of uniformly bounded in mean square

equicontinuous (in m.s. sense) random functions we have from Lemmas & 2 that:
The family (R(t,s),Rz(t,s) IL,(t,s)) on TxT is a uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of

functions along the line t=t in TxT.
Thus, applying the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem to the family (Rt(t,t),R2(t,t) Rk(t,t)) for t T, there

exists a subsequence of (Rt(t,t),Rz(t,t) IL,(t,t)) which converges uniformly on t=t in TxT. Let

(Rml(t,t),Rrn2(t,t) Rmk(t,t)) be this convergent subsequence. Let

lira R (t,t) R(t,t)
i-), mi

That is, R(t,t) is the limit of the subsequence.
Now, consider the subsequence of the family ofrandom functions which corresponds to the above

correlation functions. We denote this subsequence as
(Xml(t),Xrn2(t) Xmk(t))

Note that this subsequence is also uniformly bounded in mean square and equicontinuous (in m.s. sense).
Consider the expectation of any two terms of this subsequence. That is, E{Xmi(t) Xmj(t)} certainly,

And (yet again) by the Schwarz Inequality,

Itx., ) x., ) t.cx, () tx., ) /

And, because each subsequence is uniformly bounded in mean square the right hand side of the above

equation is bounded by [l.l]a=l. Therefore,

Thus, the expectation is uniformly bounded.
Now consider,

.Iax. x.: t,

by again rearranging terms we get
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Now, use the Schwarz Inequality one more time

Nxue uiconnuous (in m.s. sense) chctdscs of ese subsuncs. at is. for each te T
d xists a such at e av uafion

/e/ + e// 2z/e/ a e

Note: we have defined a new term e, and e=e,2/43. Now, we have that for each te T and e>0 there
exists a 5>0 such that

IRx., x.(t,t) Rx., x.(t’,t’) < el

for all n,rnl whenever It-t’l<8. Therefore, the family of autocorreladons {RXm.Xm.(t,t)} is

equicontinuous. Therefore, E{Xm (t)Xm (t)} is a uniformly bounded equicontinuousfarmJly of functions.

Thus, we may apply the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem: the family E{Xmi(t)Xmi(t)} has at least one

subsequence which converges uniformly. Call this subsequence E{XS,(t)XSb(t)}, where a,be II(Integers)
and say it converges ot l(t,t). That is,

lim
a,b-- E{XS,(t)XSb(r) Rs,(r" r)

(Note: R,,(t,t) is certainly bounded by R(t,t) and may or may not be the same function). In other words,
the functions E{XSo(t)XSb(t)} converge to a finite function on T as a,b--o.

We may now apply a theorem due to Loeve which proves our theorem. The theorem due to

Loeve [5] can be stated as follows.
THEOREM 3 (Loeve). A uniformly bounded family of random functions converge in T in mean

square as a-,o to some random function XS(t) on T (necessarily uniformly bounded) if and only if the
functions E{XSo(t)XS(t)} converge to a finite function on T as a,b-,.

This result finishes the proof of our Theorem 2. We have already shown that E{XS,(t)XSb(t)}
converge to a finite function on T as a,b--,. Therefore, XSo(t) on T converges in mean square as
to some random function XS(t). Therefore, there exists at least one subsequence which converges in
mean square sense on the te T.

We may introduce a kind of "linearity" to this topic, in the sense that we consider a linear

combination of our random variables and extend the above result. Formally, we write this as follows:
LEMMA 3. A linear combination of two uncorrelated families of random functions

(X(t),Xz(t) ,X(t)) and (Y(t),Yz(t) Y,(t)), each of which is uniformly bounded in mean square and
equicontinuous in mean square sense has at least one subsequence which converges in mean square sense
on t T.
PROOF.
NOTE. In this proof and the next, the "(t)" is left out of the random variables in the expected value

equations for the sake of brevity.
Again, by the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, the family

(Rxl t, t) Rx. t, t) ..., Rx, t, t)

has a uniformly convergent subsequence on t=t in TxT. Call this convergent subsequence

(R, t, t), R. , ) ,.-., a. , )
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And

lim
XMI Rm t, t) Rx( t, t)

The subsequence of the family {X(t)} of random functions corresponding to the above autocorrelations
will be denoted

(x,(t) ,x,(t) ,...,x,, (t)

From the previous proofs (see Theorem 2) we know that the family E[XniXni has at least one

subsequence which converges uniformly, call this subsequence E{XSiXSj} where i,jelI (Integers) and
say it converges to R(t,t). That is,

lim
i, j- E{XSiXSj} axs( to t)

Likewise for the family E YmiYmj }" That is,

lim E{SS} ars( t t)

Also, assume that the subsequences {XS,(t)} and {YS,(t)} have means ux(t) and uy(t) respectively.

ASIDE: In actuality, to prove the Lemma, we need only that the means
converge pointwise. However, often in stochastic processes applications a
family of random functions will all have the same mean. So, keep in mind,
the above assumption is sufficient, but not necessary. The Lemma
statement has been left purposefully vague in this respect.

Now we may consider a linear combination. That is, for any constants a,b,c,deR and any integers ij,m,n
we have that

E{ (aXS+bYS) cXS+dYSn)

acE{XSXSj} +/)dE{ YSmYS.} +adE{XSYS.} +bcE{XSYSm}

acE{XSIXSj +bdE{ YSmYS.} +ad(t) (t) +bc (t) y(t)

Taking limits as i,j,rn,n--** the above equation converges to

acRxs( t, t) +bdRrs t, t) + (ad+bc) Ixx( t) Ir( t)

which is certainly a finite function. If we choose constants a=c and b--d then the above equation becomes

aaRxs(t, t) + baRzs(t, t) + 2abx(t)y(t)

which is also a f’mite function. Therefore, from Loeve’s Theorem, aXS,(t)+bYSm(t) on T converges in

mean square as i,m--o to some random function Z(t). Therefore, there exists at least one subsequence
which converges in mean square sense on the te T.
THEOREM 4 (Extension to N). A linear combination of N uncorrelated families of random functions

(Xl(t),Xl_(t) Xlk(t)), (X2(t),X2a(t) X2(t)), ---,(XN(t),XN2(t) XNk(t)) each of which is uniformly
bounded in mean square and equicontinuous in mean square sense, has at least one subsequence which
converges in mean square sense on t T.
PROOF. We will use proof by induction. Assume this holds for n. That is, assume that a linear

combination of n uncorrelated families of random functions each of which is uniformly bounded in mean

square and equicontinuous in mean square sense has at least one subsequence which converges in mean

square sense on t T. Let us call this convergent subsequence

(X% (t) X (t) Xmk (t)
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From the previous proofs we know that the family E{XmiXmi} has at least one subsequence which

converges uniformly, call this subsequence E{XS,XSj} where ij are integers and say it converges to

Rxs(t,t). That is,

lim
i, j- E{XSXSj} Rxs( t, t)

Next consider the ,+1 case. That is, consider another family (Z,(t),Z.,(t) Z(t)) that meets the same
criterion as above. Likewise for the family E{ZPiZI:--.

}. That is,

lim

Also, assume that the subsequences {XS,(t)} and {ZS,(t)} have means u,(t) and u,(t) respectively.
NOTE. The aside from Lemma 3 also applies here for the proof of this theorem.

Consider a linear combination of these subsequences. That is, for a,b,c,deR and integers i,j,m,n we have

E{ (aXS+bZS) cXSj+dZS)

acE{XSXSj} +bdE{zszsn} +adE{XSZSn} +bcE{XSjZS} (2.2)

Now, by assumption, the new family ZSi(t) is uncorrelated to each and every one of the n families that

make up the convergent subsequence {XS,(t)}. Thus, claim that the family {ZSi(t)} and the family

’{XSi(t)} are uncorrelated. Therefore, we have

and equation (2.2) becomes

acE{XSXSj} +bdE{ZSZS,} +ad( t) , (t) /bc( t) (t)

Taking limits as i,j,m,n--* the above equation converges to

aCRxs( t, t) +bdRzs( t, t) + (ad+bc) IXx( t) ,(:)

which is certainly a finite function. If we choose constants a=c and b---d then the above equation becomes

aRxs t, t) +bRzs t, t) +2abl x(t) I ,(t)

which is also a finite function. Again, by Loeve’s Theorem we know that aXSi(t)+bZS.,(t) on T
converges in mean square as i,m--** to some random function X0(t). Therefore, there exists at least one
subsequence which converges in mean square sense on the t T.

The proof of Theorem 4 is now complete. That is, we have shown it is true for n=l (Theorem
2) and having assumed it true for n, shown it to be true for n+l (by the above proof). QED
3. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES

This research may be applied to linear systems theory. Let us consider a basic dynamical
equations description

y(t) n [A] x(t) nx

where, as indicated, x(t) is an nxl vector(input), y(t) is an mxl vector(output) and [A] is an mxn matrix
with constant coefficients. Assume that each of the n components (families) of the input vector x(t) is

uniformly bounded in mean square and equicontinuous in mean square sense, and the n components are
uncorrelated. Then, by Theorem 4, we know that each of the m components (families) of the output
vector y(t), has at least one subsequence which converges in mean square sense on te T. This may have

applications concerning the uniform asymptotic stability of systems (Chen [6]).
Next, we look at two examples.

EXAMPLE (Stark and Woods [7]). As an example of this Theorems’ application, consider the mean
square differential equation
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dY( t) +=y( t) X( t) taO
dt

Assume c). Let X(t) be a stationary process with mean th and convariance function R,,(z)=oZS(z).
Let Y(t) be the solution subject to the initial condition Y(0)=0, we obtain the covariance solution

o 0 < tgs

And,

Rrr t s) o- (1-exp (-2=s)) (exp (-= (t-s) t>s

This covariance funcdon soludon to the mean square differential equadon also satisfies our Theorem 2
(That is, Y(t) is uniformly bounded in mean square and exluicondnuous in the mean square sense).

Now, we provide a natural extension to a family of such functions.
Consider a family of random functions (Y(t),Y2(t) Yk(t)) where, for l<_ik, Xi(t) has mean

and covariancc funcdon Rxixi(1:)=oi2/5(z and Yi(t) is the soludon to the mean square diffcrentiaJ
equation

dYe(t)
dt +aY t) =X t) taO

Then from the above argument and Theorem 2, this family of random function solutions
(Y,(t),Y2(0 Yk(t)) has at least one subsequence which converges in mean square sense on the te T.

Also, we know that for any fixed z,

02lim Rrr(t+ t) ex(-all)t-.o, ""
This means that Y(t) is asymptotically wide-sense stationary (AWSS).
EXAMPLE 2 (Parzen [8]). Consider the oscillator with fluctuating frequency:

x(t) cos (OoC+(

where for tCs, we have covariance

Rxx( t, t)= -cos()0(t-s))exp(-iI(t-s)/2)
+lcos (o0 (t+s))exl;)(-(I(t+s)/2)

2

and for t=s, we have
1 + 1 cos (2ot) exp (-d t/2)=( , c)= - -This does not satisfy the criterion of our Theorem 2. Specifically X(t) is not equicontinuous in mean

square sense. However, this process X(t) is asymptotically wide sense stationary because,

lim
t-- R=( t+, t)= -cos()ot)exp(-/2)

We have here two examples of AWSS processes, one can be applied to Theorem 2, the other
cannot. More work needs to be done to discover the connection (if any) between this mean square
convergent subsequence and AWSS processes. It is clear that the theorem provides a sufficient but not
necessary condition for convergence.
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